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CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) plays a key role in the formation of topologically associating domains (TADs) and loops in
interphase. During mitosis TADs are absent, but how TAD formation is dynamically controlled during the cell cycle is not
known. Several contradicting observations have been made regarding CTCF binding to mitotic chromatin using both geno-
mics- and microscopy-based techniques. Here, we have used four different assays to address this debate. First, using 5C, we
confirmed that TADs and CTCF loops are readily detected in interphase, but absent during prometaphase. Second,
ATAC-seq analysis showed that CTCF sites display greatly reduced accessibility and lose the CTCF footprint in prometa-
phase, suggesting loss of CTCF binding and rearrangement of the nucleosomal array around the binding motif. In contrast,
transcription start sites remain accessible in prometaphase, although adjacent nucleosomes can also become repositioned
and occupy at least a subset of start sites during mitosis. Third, loss of site-specific CTCF binding was directly demonstrated
using CUT&RUN. Histone modifications and histone variants are maintained in mitosis, suggesting a role in bookmarking
of active CTCF sites. Finally, live-cell imaging, fluorescence recovery after photobleaching, and single molecule tracking
showed that almost all CTCF chromatin binding is lost in prometaphase. Combined, our results demonstrate loss of
CTCF binding to CTCF sites during prometaphase and rearrangement of the chromatin landscape around CTCF motifs.
This, combined with loss of cohesin, would contribute to the observed loss of TADs and CTCF loops during mitosis and
reveals that CTCF sites, key architectural cis-elements, display cell cycle stage–dependent dynamics in factor binding and
nucleosome positioning.
[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
Several studies have observed a key role of CCCTC-binding factor
(CTCF) in organizing the linear genome in topologically asso-
ciating domains (TADs) and loops in interphase vertebrate cells
(Dixon et al. 2012; Nora et al. 2012, 2017). CTCF is an 11 zinc fin-
ger protein that binds a well-defined motif to which it can bind
only in one direction (Kim et al. 2007). Nucleosomes flanking
CTCF-bound sites are strongly positioned (Fu et al. 2008). In addi-
tion, flanking nucleosomes contain histone modifications such as
H3K4 methylation and histone variants such as H2A.Z (Jin et al.
2009; Nekrasov et al. 2012). Although CTCF has about 42,000 pre-
dicted binding sites in the human genome, only a subset of CTCF
sites are bound in a given cell type.
It has been proposed that topologically associating domains
(TADs) and CTCF loops are formed as a result of cohesin-depen-
dent loop extrusion (Sanborn et al. 2015; Dekker and Mirny
2016; Fudenberg et al. 2016). According to thismodel, when cohe-
sin is loaded on the chromatin, it will be able to form a loop be-
tween two loci and will keep extruding until it is blocked by
CTCF, which will function as a boundary element. Whether cohe-
sin is blocked by bound CTCF and whether two CTCF-occupied
sites can form a loop depends on the orientation of the CTCFmo-
tif: Looping ismostly observed betweenCTCF sites in a convergent
orientation (Rao et al. 2014; de Wit et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2015;
Vietri Rudan et al. 2015). CTCF loops often define TADs that are
implicated in gene regulation.
Chromosome organization changes dramatically during mi-
tosis. The structural features of interphase chromosomes described
by 5C andHi-C, such as TADs and A- and B-compartments, are lost
in prometaphase (Naumova et al. 2013). Currentmodels, based on
modeling Hi-C data for prometaphase cells combined with exten-
sive earlier imaging data (Marsden and Laemmli 1979; Adolph
1980; Earnshawand Laemmli 1983), propose thatmitotic chromo-
somes are organized as arrays of nested loops that are helically ar-
ranged around a spiraling central axis (Gibcus et al. 2018). These
loops can be generated by a process of loop extrusion mediated
by condensin complexes (Dekker and Mirny 2016; Goloborodko
et al. 2016; Gibcus et al. 2018).
Although it is clear that loss of CTCF causes genome-wide loss
of TADs in interphase (Nora et al. 2017), whether the loss of TADs
during mitosis is due to regulation of CTCF is currently unclear.
First, it is possible that condensin-mediated loop extrusion, unlike
cohesin-mediated extrusion, is not blocked by CTCF. It has been
shown that condensin II in interphase cells does not accumulate
at CTCF sites, unlike cohesion (Dowen et al. 2013). This suggests
that CTCF cannot block condensin II–mediated loop extrusion.
Alternatively, TAD boundaries could be absent because CTCF,
and most of cohesin, dissociates from chromatin during mitosis.
Along these lines, CTCF becomes highly phosphorylated in
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mitosis (Dovat et al. 2002; Dephoure et al. 2008; Rizkallah and
Hurt 2009), and in vitro assays show that DNA binding capability
of phosphorylated CTCF is dramatically reduced (Jantz and Berg
2004; Sekiya et al. 2017).
Therehavebeenseveral studies toexaminechromatin/protein
factorbinding inmitotic cellsusingbothmicroscopyandgenomics
techniques such as ChIP-seq andDNase I sensitivity assays. Several
studies suggest that most factors lose site-specific binding to the
chromatin during mitosis (Martínez-Balbás et al. 1995; Hsiung
et al. 2015). However, other studies, mainly using imaging or west-
ern blot analysis of chromosome-associated proteins, report main-
tenance of factor binding in mitosis (Burke et al. 2005; Chen et al.
2005; Teves et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2017). There are several reasons
that could explain these conflicting results. First, formaldehyde fix-
ation can affect protein association with mitotic chromosomes,
andthereforepreventobservationof factorbindingbybothmicros-
copy and ChIP-seq (Pallier et al. 2003; Teves et al. 2016; Festuccia
et al. 2019). Additionally,whenperformingpopulation-widegeno-
mic studies in mitosis, cells need to be synchronized using drugs,
cell sorting, or specifically modified cell lines need to be used
(Jackman and O’Connor 2001; Taylor 2004; Hochegger et al.
2007; Gibcus et al. 2018). It is important to obtain pure synchro-
nized populations, as contamination of interphase cells, especially
in studies using immunoprecipitation, can lead to an overestima-
tionof signal inmitosis. Furthermore, althoughmicroscopyhas ad-
vantages over population-wide studies, microscopy does not
capture information on site-specific binding of factors. Moreover,
it is important to distinguish colocalization of factors with the mi-
totic chromatin fromsite-specific binding,whichcould functionas
a mitotic bookmark (Raccaud and Suter 2018; Raccaud et al. 2018;
Festuccia et al. 2019). In this study,weused a combinationof sever-
al genomics techniques and live-cell imaging to study cell cycle dy-
namicsofCTCF-mediated looping interactions,CTCFbinding, and
local chromatin state flanking CTCF binding sites.
Results
5C shows loss of TADs and CTCF loops in prometaphase
It has been shown that interphase structures, such as TADs and
compartments, are lost in mitosis (Naumova et al. 2013; Nagano
et al. 2017; Oomen andDekker 2017; Gibcus et al. 2018). However,
the resolution of these previous studies was not sufficient to inves-
tigate specific looping interactions, e.g., between CTCF sites. We
therefore applied a targeted 5C approach (Dostie et al. 2006) that
allows high resolution analysis (10–15 kb) for domains up to sev-
eral megabases in interphase and mitosis. To obtain mitotic cells,
we synchronized HeLa S3 cells by first arresting cells in early S-
phase using a thymidine block, followed by an arrest in prometa-
phase using nocodazole (Naumova et al. 2013). We confirmed
cell cycle state of nonsynchronous and mitotic (prometaphase)
cell populations using flow cytometry (Supplemental Fig. S1)
and quantified the mitotic index (percentage of cells with con-
densed chromosomes) using fluorescence microscopy of DAPI-
stained cells. HeLa S3 asynchronous populations have amitotic in-
dex count of ∼5%, whereas a nocodazole-arrested culture con-
tained 95%–98% mitotic cells. We also biochemically purified
mitotic chromatin from prometaphase cells (Gasser and Laemmli
1987). When purified mitotic chromosomes were examined using
fluorescence microscopy with DAPI staining, no contaminating
interphase cells were detected (for representative examples, see
Supplemental Fig. S1).
Weperformed 5Cwith a pool of primers targeting each end of
each restriction fragment (a “double” alternating design) (Hnisz
et al. 2016), which produces a complete interaction map for all
restriction fragments throughout the two 2-Mb regions (Supple-
mental Fig. S2). In interphase cells, TADs are readily detected as
domains of increased interaction frequencies between loci flanked
by CTCF-bound sites (Fig. 1A, representative TAD marked with
dashed line). By evaluating the insulation profile along the locus,
we can identify TAD boundaries and quantify the strength of TADs
(Crane et al. 2015; Gibcus et al. 2018). Insulation score is low at
TAD boundaries and high at loci inside TADs (Fig. 1D). As has
been shown before, TAD boundaries are enriched in CTCF binding
(Dixon et al. 2012; Rao et al. 2014; Vietri Rudan et al. 2015). CTCF-
looping interactions are detected by their appearance as “dots”
of elevated interaction frequency (Fig. 1A, several loops marked
with arrows). To illustrate CTCF loops, we plotted the interac-
tion frequencies of one CTCF site with its flanking loci (Fig. 1G).
We find that interaction frequencies generally decaywith genomic
distance, but that peaks appear at other CTCF sites, consistent with
loop formation. It has been shown that loops between CTCF sites
typically occur between motifs that are in convergent orientation
(Rao et al. 2014; de Wit et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2015; Tang et al.
2015). Looping interactions observed in our 5C data are consistent
with this (Fig. 1G).
5C analysis reveals that TADs are no longer observed inmitot-
ic cells and mitotic chromatin (Fig. 1B,C), in agreement with pre-
vious observations (Naumova et al. 2013; Gibcus et al. 2018).
The loss of TADs can be seen both visually in the interaction heat-
map, as well as by calculation of the insulation profile (Fig. 1E,F).
Looping interactions between CTCF sites are also no longer detect-
ed in mitosis (Fig. 1H,I).
Analysis of chromatin accessibility in interphase
and prometaphase
To investigate chromatin characteristics at CTCF binding sites, we
determined chromatin accessibility using ATAC-seq (Buenrostro
et al. 2015). ATAC-seq fragments capture information in several
different ways. First, ATAC-seq data provide information about ge-
nome-wide nucleosome positioning and spacing. This informa-
tion is captured in the length distribution of all fragments (Fig.
2A). Very short fragments ranging from 24 to 80 bp are frequently
observed. These fragments represent accessible regions in between
nucleosomes or in between a nucleosome and another chromatin-
bound protein. Larger fragments typically form an enrichment of
sizes that are multiples of ∼195 bp. This reflects the nucleosomal
array, which has been seen before in previous studies using
ATAC-seq (Buenrostro et al. 2013). Inmitosis we observed a similar
nucleosomal array. However, the nucleosomal array is more pro-
nounced, as the enrichment for fragments that are multiples of
195 bp, represented by the peaks in Figure 2A, is stronger. This sug-
gests that the spacing of nucleosomes genome-wide ismore regular
in mitosis compared to interphase.
A second type of information captured in ATAC-seq data is
on accessibility of specific classes of sites. We called peaks on
ATAC-seq data using HOMER (Heinz et al. 2010). ATAC-seq data
have been shown to display peaks in regions of open chroma-
tin similar to peaks generated by DNase I sensitivity assays
(Buenrostro et al. 2013). We can separate regions of the genome
based on their function assigned by ChromHMM (The ENCODE
Project Consortium 2012; Ernst and Kellis 2017). ATAC-seq peaks
are found in different types of functional elements, such as active
CTCF sites display cell cycle dynamics
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promoters, enhancers, or CTCF insulator regions (Fig. 2B). We
then compared peaks found in interphase to peaks found inmitot-
ic cells and mitotic chromatin. In general, there is large loss of
peaks in prometaphase compared to interphase. However, when
we compare which types of functional elements lose peaks, we
see that active promotersmaintain significant accessibility, where-
as the other functional elements examined lose most accessibility
in mitosis (Fig. 2B). The maintenance of significant accessibility of
promoter regions and concomitant loss of accessibility at en-
hancers during mitosis has been previously observed using
DNase I sensitivity assays (Martínez-Balbás et al. 1995; Hsiung
et al. 2015). In addition to this, we find an even more substantial
loss of accessibility at CTCF binding sites. This was observed in
bothmitotic cells and purifiedmitotic chromatin. Figure 2C shows
an example of ATAC-seq signal at individual TSSs and a CTCF mo-
tif (Fig. 2C).
V-plots reveal protein occupancy at CTCF motifs and nucleosome
positioning in interphase
ATAC-seq also captures information on protein binding footprints
and nucleosome positioning flanking hypersensitive sites. This in-
formation is captured by the length of fragments at a site of inter-
est. We used V-plots to represent these data. V-plots have been
used to plot MNase data as a way to display chromatin binding
by site-specific factors and positioning of flanking nucleosomes
on different length scales (Zentner andHenikoff 2012).Weplotted
our ATAC-seq data with the fragment length on the y-axis and po-
sitioning of the midpoint of the fragment on the x-axis represent-
ing the distance to the binding site of interest. To investigate local
chromatin state at and around sites of CTCF binding, we made
V-plots of our data on CTCFmotifs (Kim et al. 2007) that are acces-
sible, i.e., have an ATAC-seq peak, in interphase (Fig. 3A). In non-
synchronized cells, we observe an enrichment of 80–100 bp
fragment at the CTCF binding sites (asterisk), which represents
the footprint of bound CTCF and possibly associated proteins like
cohesin. Similar footprintshavebeen foundusingMNasedigestion
(Fu et al. 2008). The footprint can also be observed when the frag-
ment lengthdistribution is plotted for all fragmentswith theirmid-
point on bound CTCF motifs (Fig. 3D, asterisk). When we plot the
lengths of reads with one end on a CTCF motif, we observe that
many fragments have a short length (Fig. 3E). These represent frag-
ments generated by pairs of ATAC cleavages in between bound
CTCF and the flanking nucleosomes.
The second type of information that can be derived from
V-plots is regarding the positioning of flanking nucleosomes. For
bound CTCF motifs in interphase, we observe enriched dots on
the arms of the V in the V-plot (Fig. 3A, arrows). These dots indi-
cate strong positioning of several nucleosomes flanking the bound
CTCF motif, consistent with previous MNase results (Fu et al.
ED F
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Figure 1. Topologically associating domains (TADs) and CTCF loops are lost in prometaphase. 5C data of Chromosome 11: 33,299,877–34,752,377
show TADs (dashed lines) and CTCF loops (arrows) in interphase (A); however, these structures are lost in nocodazole-arrested mitotic cells (B) and purified
mitotic chromatin (C). (D–F) Insulation profiles. (D) The insulation profile for nonsynchronized cells shows a strong pattern alternating peaks centeredwith-
in TADs and valleys at TAD boundaries. TAD boundaries are colocalized with bound CTCF as is shown by ENCODE CTCF ChIP-seq. (E,F) Insulation profiles
for mitotic cells and mitotic chromatin do not show deep minima, indicating TAD boundaries are absent. (G–I) 5C interaction profiles anchored on one
CTCF-bound site (15-kb bin spanning Chr 11: 34,012,377–34,027,377). (G) Peaks along these profiles (arrows) indicate CTCF loops observed in inter-
phase. (H,I) CTCF loops are not detected in mitotic cells and mitotic chromatin. Blue arrows represent the position and orientation of CTCF motifs.
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2008). The series of enriched signals represent ATAC-seq fragments
covering one, two, three, and four flanking nucleosomes, but are
longer than expected for a typical nucleosomal array.We attribute
this size discrepancy to mean that some of these fragments can
cover not only one or more nucleosomes, but also the flanking
bound CTCF site. This becomes even clearer when fragment
lengths are plotted of reads that have one of their read ends near
a bound CTCF motif (Fig. 3E, red arrow). We observe an enrich-
ment of fragments that are around 220 bp, instead of the expected
195 bp for a canonical mononucleosome. Similar results were
found when V-plots were made for all CTCF motifs or for CTCF
motifs with peaks from available CTCF ChIP-seq ENCODE data
(Supplemental Fig. S3A; The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012).
Taken together, these analyses show that during interphase,
CTCF is bound to its motif and nucleosomes flanking CTCF-
occupied sites form a regularly spaced array.
V-plots show loss of binding at CTCF motifs and rearrangement
of nucleosomes in prometaphase
We then created V-plots for ATAC-seq data generated frommitotic
cells and purified mitotic chromatin at CTCF motifs that have an
interphase ATAC-seq peak (Fig. 3B,C). As expected from the peak
calling assessment, overall accessibility is reduced (and no longer
significant) in mitotic conditions. However, some accessibility re-
mains. We do note that ATAC-seq signal at CTCF sites for purified
mitotic chromatin is stronger compared to ATAC-seq signal in mi-
totic cells. This higher signal to noise ratio is possibly caused by
lower background signals overall due to stronger nucleosome in-
teractions as a result of detergents in the chromosome purification
buffer (Gasser and Laemmli 1987). Several additional features are
observed. First, there is a change in the CTCF footprint. The en-
richment of 80–100 bp fragment lengths observed in interphase
is no longer present. Instead there is an enrichment of small frag-
ments around 25–75 bp (asterisks). This suggests that CTCF is no
longer bound to the motif, where it protected the site from
ATAC-seq cleavage in interphase.We observed this in bothmitotic
cells and purified mitotic chromatin. The loss of 80–100 bp frag-
ments is also observed when the length distribution is plotted
for fragments with their midpoint on interphase bound CTCF
motifs (Fig. 3D, cf. to interphase length distribution marked by
asterisk).
Second, the positioning of nucleosomes around interphase
bound CTCF motifs also changes during mitosis (Fig. 3B,C, ar-
rows). Loss of CTCF binding would create a large accessible region
between the flanking nucleosomes, which can in turn cause nucle-
osomes to move inward. This movement of nucleosomes would
cause the linkers in the nucleosomal array to become larger than
average. We observe this phenomenon in several ways. First, nu-
cleosomes are able to occupy CTCF sites in mitosis. This can be
BA
C
Figure 2. ATAC-seq data show accessibility at CTCF sites and enhancers is reduced in mitosis, although maintained at TSSs. (A) Fragment length distri-
bution of ATAC-seq reads genome-wide in nonsynchronized cells, mitotic cells, and purifiedmitotic chromatin. (B) Distribution of number of peaks called in
nonsynchronized cells, mitotic cells, andmitotic chromatin and their position on ChromHMMsegments. (C) Example of a representative region illustrating
maintenance of accessible chromatin at TSSs in mitotic conditions, while ATAC-seq signal is lost at CTCF motifs.
CTCF sites display cell cycle dynamics
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seen by a gain of mono- and dinucleosome-sized fragments in the
length distribution plot in Figure 3D (arrows). Nucleosome occu-
pancy at the CTCF motif is not observed in interphase when
CTCF typically occupies the motif. Second, as discussed above,
in interphase we observe a peak at 220 bp in the fragment length
distribution for fragments with one end in a CTCF motif that is
larger than typical for a mononucleosome (Fig. 3E, red arrow). In
mitosis, this mononucleosome peak becomes more similar to the
genome-wide average (195 bp); again suggesting that CTCF is no
longer bound (Fig. 3E, black arrow). This size discrepancy becomes
even more obvious when V-plots for nonsynchronized cells and
purified mitotic chromatin are plotted side by side (Fig. 3F, com-
pare arrows). Lastly, there is a change in nucleosome spacing and
positioning duringmitosis (Fig. 3B,C). In interphase, the locations
of nucleosomes are observed as enriched dots along the arms of the
Vwith a strong positioning relative to theCTCFmotif. Conversely,
in mitosis, the enriched dots become less pronounced, and we ob-
serve horizontal bands of elevated fragment frequency in the heat-
map running several kb upstream of and downstream from the
CTCF motif. Because these V-plots are normalized for genome-
wide average fragment length frequency, a banding pattern only
emerges when the spacing between several of the flanking nucleo-
somes differs and/or is more variable from the genome-wide aver-
age. Specifically, the banding pattern indicates that there is an
increase in nucleosomes spaced by larger linkers than the ge-
nome-wide average (Fig. 3E, dashed line). These observations con-
firm that several flanking nucleosomes are able to move inward,
creating longer linkers between them. This creates a local nucleo-
somal array around CTCF sites with larger than average linkers.
Taken together, our data suggest that CTCF is no longer
bound in prometaphase and nucleosomes rearrange. To exclude
that there are certain subgroups of CTCF motifs that maintain
binding in mitosis, we plotted V-plots for several obvious classes
of CTCFmotifs, e.g., motifs proximal or distal to TSSs or CTCFmo-
tifs thatmaintain an ATAC-seq peak inmitosis. In addition, we use
k-means clustering for ATAC fragments of 75–150 bp at CTCF sites
to determine whether there are subgroups of motifs that maintain
a CTCF footprint in mitosis (Supplemental Fig. S4). None of these
FE
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Figure 3. ATAC-seq data represented in V-plots show loss of CTCF binding in mitosis and rearrangement of nucleosomes flanking CTCF motifs.
(A–C ) ATAC-seq data represented in V-plots aggregated at CTCF sites. The lengths of ATAC-seg reads are plotted on the y-axis, and the distance between
their midpoints and the CTCF motif is shown on the x-axis. (A) V-plot for interphase ATAC-seq data. Asterisk indicates the CTCF footprint. Enriched
dots along the arms of the V (arrows) represent strongly positioned nucleosomes. (B,C): V-plots for ATAC-seq data from mitotic cells and purified mitotic
chromatin aggregated at CTCF motifs with interphase ATAC-seq peaks. Asterisks mark the loss of the CTCF footprint. Arrows indicate positioning of flank-
ing nucleosomes. (D) Distribution of fragment lengths of reads that have their midpoint on a CTCF motif: (dashed line) genome-wide average read
length distribution; (arrows) read lengths representing one and two nucleosomes. (E) Distribution of fragment length of reads with either read end
near a CTCF motif with interphase ATAC-seq peak compared to the genome-wide average (dashed line). In interphase, reads representing one flanking
nucleosome are longer (red arrow) as compared to reads representing one flanking nucleosome in mitosis (black arrow). (F) Side-by-side comparison of
V-plots for nonsynchronized and mitotic chromatin. The shift in nucleosome positioning is highlighted using arrows. Asterisks mark loss of CTCF foot-
print in mitosis.
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methods found a specific group of CTCF motifs that maintain
CTCF binding. Finally, we confirmed the loss of CTCF binding
and rearrangement of nucleosomes in multiple differentiated cell
lines (Supplemental Figs. S5, S6).
Transcription start sites maintain significant accessibility, but
show variable loss of factor binding and nucleosome repositioning
in prometaphase
We alsomade several observations about the chromatin landscape
at accessible TSSs in interphase andmitosis (Supplemental Fig. S7).
First, we see an enrichment of fragments with a length <150 bp
compared to the genome-wide average in interphase (Supplemen-
tal Fig. S7A, asterisk). We do not observe an enrichment of frag-
ments of a defined size as we do for CTCF (cf. Supplemental Fig.
S7D to Fig. 3D). This can be explained by the fact that contrary
to CTCF sites, TSSs can be bound by a more diverse set of proteins.
Second, we do not observe enrichments of nucleosome-sized frag-
ments centered on the TSS (Supplemental Fig. S7D), confirming
that in interphase, typically no nucleosomes are bound at TSSs.
Furthermore, the length of fragments covering the two nucleo-
somes directly flanking the TSS appears less defined compared to
those flanking CTCF sites (cf. Fig. 3E to Supplemental Fig. S7E,
red arrow). There is a local enrichment of fragments a little over
200 bp in length. These fragments represent ATAC-seq products
covering factors bound to the TSS plus the neighboring nucleo-
some, resulting in a length that is over the genome-wide expected
195 bp covering a single nucleosome. In addition, the enrichment
of fragments >200 bp is less pronounced compared to genome-
wide average for single nucleosome fragments, suggesting that
heterogeneity in factors binding to the TSS can result in a wider
distribution of fragment lengths covering the TSS and the flanking
nucleosome.
In mitosis, complementary to our peak calling analysis (Fig.
2B,C), V-plots show that overall accessibility at TSSs is reduced, al-
thoughmaintained at higher levels than atCTCF sites (cf. Fig. 3B,C
with Supplemental Fig. S7B,C).Weobserve that inmitotic chroma-
tin, nucleosome-sized fragments are observed at the TSS (Sup-
plemental Fig. S7D, arrows), suggesting that nucleosomes start
occupying TSSs. This led us to explore further howmitotic accessi-
bility at TSSs is related to nucleosome positioning. We compared
the accessibility and nucleosome positioning in the top 20%
most accessible and 20% least accessible TSSs in mitosis. In inter-
phase, these two groups behave highly similarly, except for signal
intensity as expected (cf. Fig. 4A,D with Fig. 4F,I). In mitosis,
both groups of TSSs can be occupied by nucleosomes, however
the level of nucleosome occupancy is inversely related to the level
of remaining accessibility in mitosis (Fig. 4D,I, black arrows). For
the group of TSSswith low levels of remaining accessibility, the nu-
cleosome occupancy in mitosis is comparable to the genome-wide
average (Fig. 4D, dotted line), whereas the group of TSSs with the
highest remaining accessibility in mitosis, the nucleosome occu-
pancy is lower than the genome-wide average (Fig. 4I, dotted
line). Duringmitosis, the set of TSSswith the lowest accessibility re-
sembles CTCF sites in several ways. First, while in interphase the
fragments representing mononucleosomes flanking the TSS are
longer than genome-wide average, in mitosis this length shortens
to the canonical 195 bp (Fig. 4E, cf. black and red arrows). This
shortening of fragments covering flanking nucleosomes can also
be observed in V-plots (Fig. 4B,C, cf. arrows). Lastly, as for CTCF
sites, we observe a gain of horizontal banding pattern in the
V-plot, again indicating that there is an increase in nucleosomes
spaced by larger linkers than the genome-wide average. Important-
ly and in contrast to CTCF sites, these TSSs are significantly more
accessible than the genome-wide average, despite the fact that
this set of TSSs is now occupied by nucleosomes.
The set of TSSs thatmaintainhigh levels of accessibility inmi-
tosis however behaves differently. For this set of TSSs, we continue
to observe an enrichment of short fragments (below 150 bp) com-
pared with the genome-wide average and larger fragments cover-
ing the flanking nucleosomes (Fig. 4J, arrows), suggesting that
some factors remain bound to the TSSs. This is also observed by
a lack of downward shift of nucleosome-sized fragments along
the arms in the V (Fig. 4G,H, cf. arrows). However, as indicated
above, some increase in nucleosome occupancy at the TSS is ob-
served in mitosis, suggesting that this set of TSSs is heterogeneous
with some sites gaining nucleosomes, while other sites maintain
interphase nucleosome positioning. The presence of a subset of
TSSs with repositioned nucleosomes in mitosis is also reflected in
the gain of horizontal bands in the V-plot (Fig. 4G,H). As discussed
above, the horizontal banding pattern is a result of repositioned
nucleosomes that have altered linker lengths than the genome-
wide average.
CUT&RUN directly detects loss of CTCF binding
in prometaphase
Next, we set out to detect CTCF binding directly. Given concerns
about formaldehyde-induced artifacts that affect protein binding
to mitotic chromosomes (discussed above) (Pallier et al. 2003;
Teves et al. 2016; Festuccia et al. 2019), we decided not to use
ChIP-seq. Instead, we use CUT&RUN (Skene and Henikoff 2017).
CUT&RUN uses a protein A-MNase fusion to target proteins of in-
terest labeled by primary antibodies. Upon addition of calcium
ions, protein A-MNase will digest DNA bound by the protein of in-
terest, after which short digested DNA fragments can be isolated,
amplified, and sequenced. In contrast to ChIP-seq, CUT&RUN
can be done on unfixed cells, and it does not require any pull
down of molecules. CUT&RUN signal for CTCF shows a very
clear peak at accessible CTCF motifs in interphase. However, in
mitosis, the signal diminishes to almost background levels (Fig.
5A). Even prolonged digestion did not reveal CTCF binding in
mitotic (prometaphase) cells (Supplemental Fig. S8). We analyzed
CTCFbinding indifferent obvious classes ofCTCFmotifs, e.g., sites
with an ENCODE CTCF ChIP-seq peak or sites proximal to
TSSs (Supplemental Fig. S9). None of these sites showed CTCF
CUT&RUN signal in prometaphase cells. Furthermore, when we
represent CTCF CUT&RUN signal of each motif sorted on signal
strength, there are no CTCF sites found that maintain CTCF bind-
ing (Supplemental Fig. S10). This suggests that CTCF binding does
not just become weaker in prometaphase, but that essentially all
motif-specific binding is lost.
Next, wewanted to determinewhetherCTCF gains binding at
other sites specifically in prometaphase. Whereas de novo peak
calling of CTCF CUT&RUN data in interphase identified 7824
peaks, in mitotic cells only 107 peaks were identified (Supplemen-
tal Fig. S11). This suggests there is very little site-specific binding in
mitosis. Ithasbeendescribed thatCTCFbecomeshighlyphosphor-
ylated in mitosis (Dephoure et al. 2008). To ensure the loss of
CUT&RUN signal is not caused by the inability of the CTCF anti-
body to recognize phosphorylated CTCF, we performed Western
blotwith lysates of nonsynchronized cells,mitotic cells, andmitot-
ic chromatin (Supplemental Fig. S12). The antibodydetectedCTCF
in both nonsynchronized and mitotic cell extracts. However, we
CTCF sites display cell cycle dynamics
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Figure 4. ATAC-seq V-plots shownucleosome repositioning, while accessibility is maintained at transcription start sites. (A–E) ATAC-seq data for the set of
TSSs that display the lowest 20% accessible peaks inmitotic chromatin; (F–J) ATAC-seq data for the set of TSSs that display the highest 20% accessible peaks
in mitotic chromatin. (A,B) V-plots of ATAC-seq signal aggregated at TSSs in nonsynchronized cells (A) and mitotic chromatin (B). (C) Side-by-side com-
parison of the V-plots of low accessible TSSs for nonsynchronized cells and mitotic chromatin. (D) Distribution of fragment length of reads with their mid-
point on a TSS compared to the genome-wide average (dashed line): (arrows) read lengths representing 1 and 2 nucleosomes. (E) Distribution of fragment
length of reads with either end in a TSS in mitotic chromatin compared to the genome-wide average (dashed line). In interphase, reads representing one
flanking nucleosome are longer (red arrow) compared with reads representing one flanking nucleosome in mitosis (black arrow). (F,G) V-plots of ATAC-seq
signal aggregated at TSSs that display the highest 20% accessibility in mitotic chromatin for nonsynchronized cells (F) andmitotic chromatin (G). (H) Side-
by-side comparison of the V-plots shown in F and G. (I) Distribution of fragment length of reads with their midpoint on a TSS with highest 20% highest
accessible peaks in mitotic chromatin compared with genome-wide average (dashed line): (arrows) read lengths representing 1 and 2 nucleosomes.
(J) Distribution of fragment length of reads with either end in a TSS with highest 20% highest accessible peaks in mitotic chromatin compared with
the genome-wide average (dashed line). For mitotic chromatin, reads representing one flanking nucleosome are of similar length (black arrow) compared
with reads representing one flanking nucleosome in interphase (red arrow).
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did not detect CTCF in extracts from mitotic chromatin (Supple-
mental Fig. S12). This indicates again that CTCF binding inmitosis
is lost and when isolating chromatin from prometaphase arrested
cells, CTCF is not copurified with the chromatin.
Histone marks and variants at active CTCF sites are maintained
in mitosis
There are several histone characteristics described that are asso-
ciated with CTCF-boundmotifs in interphase. The histone variant
H2A.Z is often observed in nucleosomes flanking CTCF sites and
TSSs (Fu et al. 2008; Kelly et al. 2010; Nekrasov et al. 2012). Addi-
tionally, several histone modifications have been found around
bound CTCF motifs; for example H3K4me1 for motifs distal to
TSSs and H3K4me3 for motifs proximal to TSSs (Fu et al. 2008).
In order to assay the presence of these histone marks and variants,
we performed CUT&RUN. For H2A.Z and H3K4 mono- and tri-
methylation, we observe two distinct peaks around the CTCF
motif in nonsynchronized cells (Fig. 5B–D). This confirms our ob-
servations in V-plots of ATAC-seq data, where the CTCF flanking
nucleosomes are strongly positioned relative to distance from
the CTCF motif in interphase due to CTCF binding.
Many histone marks and variants have been suggested to
serve as mitotic bookmarks for factor binding (for review, see
Wang and Higgins 2013). Both H2A.Z and H3K4 methylation
states have been observed throughout the cell cycle (Kelly et al.
2010; Nekrasov et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2017; Javasky et al. 2018).
Using CUT&RUN, we observed that H2A.Z binding and H3K4
methylation states aremaintained at CTCF sites duringmitosis, al-
thoughCTCF binding is temporarily lost (Fig. 5B–D).We note that
the level of H3K4me1 is reduced during mitosis, in contrast to
H3K4me3 for which signal strength is similar in interphase and
mitosis. It has been previously shown that H3K4me3 typically
gets rapidly reestablished on histones on both sister chromatids
in S-phase, whereas H3K4me1 levels do not get restored until after
cell division (Lin et al. 2016). A 50% reduction in H3K4me1 levels
as a result of dilution over the two sister chromatids is consistent
with the reduced levels observed by CUT&RUN. As described, we
observe two strong peaks in H2A.Z and H3K4 methylation signal
flanking the CTCF motif in interphase; however, in mitosis these
peaks become weaker and form two broader peaks with a less
defined valley in between. This is in concordance with ATAC-seq
data, in which we observed rearrangement of the nucleosomes
and filling in of the nucleosome depleted regions (NDRs) at
CTCF in mitosis.
We then analyzed H2A.Z and H3K4me3 levels at TSSs detect-
ed by CUT&RUN in interphase and mitosis. In line with previous
studies and our CUT&RUN data at and around CTCF sites, we
BA
DC
Figure 5. CUT&RUN data show loss of CTCF binding at CTCF motifs in mitosis, while H2A.Z and H3K4 methylation marks are maintained.
(A) Aggregation plot of CTCF CUT&RUN signal of reads shorter than 120 bp after 10 min digestion. Reads are aggregated on CTCF motifs that display
an interphase ATAC-seq peak. (B–D) CUT&RUN signal for H2A.Z (B), H3K4me1 (C), H3K4me3 (D) of reads longer than 120 bp after 30 min digestion.
Reads are aggregated at CTCF motifs with interphase ATAC-seq peak.
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found that H2A.Z and H3K4me3 levels are maintained at TSSs in
prometaphase (Supplemental Fig. S13; Kelly et al. 2010; Varier
et al. 2010; Nekrasov et al. 2012; Wang and Higgins 2013; Lin
et al. 2016; Javasky et al. 2018). Additionally, we observe loss of
depletion of histone signal at TSSs in prometaphase, similar to
CTCF sites. This is an indication that nucleosomes reposition
and occupy at least a subset of TSSs, consistent with our observa-
tions in ATAC-seq V-plots (Fig. 4).
Live-cell imaging shows that CTCF is not enriched on
prometaphase chromosomes and that essentially all specific
binding is lost
Genomic and imaging studies have occasionally reported contra-
dicting findings when it comes to factor binding to prometaphase
chromatin. To independently validate our observation using geno-
mics techniques that essentially all site-specific CTCF binding is
lost during prometaphase, we turned to live-cell imaging and ap-
plied a three-pronged approach based on long-term time-lapse im-
aging, Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP), and
Single-Particle Tracking (SPT). We previously generated and vali-
dated a U2OS cell line in which all CTCF alleles have been Halo-
tagged (C32 Halo-CTCF) (Hansen et al. 2017). To visualize mitotic
cells, we additionally stably integrated a histone H2B-GFP trans-
gene. We performed ATAC-seq on this cell line and observed the
expected loss of accessibility at CTCF sites in mitosis and loss of
the CTCF footprint represented in V-plots (Supplemental Figs.
S5E,F, S6G,H). First, we used multihour time-lapse fluorescence
microscopy to observe Halo-CTCF (Supplemental Movie S1, S2)
and H2B-GFP (Supplemental Movie S2) in actively dividing cells.
Although CTCF was clearly enriched on mitotic chromosomes
during most phases of mitosis (e.g., telophase), CTCF localization
appeared to be diffuse during prometaphase. Second, to quantify
CTCFbinding dynamics, we used FRAP. As for the genomics exper-
iments, we used nocodazole to arrest cells in prometaphase. As we
observed with time-lapse microscopy, CTCF showed a diffuse lo-
calizationwithout clear enrichment onmitotic chromosomes dur-
ing prometaphase (Fig. 6A, upper panel). To rule out any artifacts
due to nocodazole drug treatment, we also identified cells in prom-
etaphase without drug treatment based on their H2B-GFP localiza-
tion (“prometaphase-enriched”) and similarly observed diffuse
CTCF localization without enrichment on chromatin.
We then performed FRAP, bleaching a∼1 µmcircle and quan-
tifying the recovery (Hansen et al. 2017). In interphase, Halo-CTCF
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Figure 6. Live-cell imaging shows large loss of CTCF binding in mitosis. (A) Halo-CTCF and H2B-GFP localization of representative U2OS cells for pro-
metaphase arrested cells and nonarrested cells selected as prometaphase (“prometaphase-enriched”). (B) FRAP for Halo-CTCF in interphase, prometaphase
arrested, and prometaphase-enriched cells. (C) Controls showing FRAP for H2B-Halo in interphase and prometaphase arrested cells and for Halo-3×NLS in
interphase cells. (D) Single-particle tracking displacement statistics for Halo-CTCF in different timeframes in interphase, prometaphase arrested, and pro-
metaphase-enriched cells. (E) Displacement cumulative distribution function (CDFs) derived from single-particle tracking at Δτ 22.5 msec for interphase,
prometaphase arrested, and prometaphase-enriched cells. (F) Fraction bound of Halo-CTCF calculated using the Spot-On model in interphase, prometa-
phase arrested, and prometaphase-enriched cells (Hansen et al. 2018a).
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showed slow recovery consistent with a high fraction of chromatin
binding to specific CTCF sites with an apparent residence time of a
few minutes (Fig. 6B; Hansen et al. 2017). However, in prometa-
phase, Halo-CTCF showed ∼90%–95% recovery within seconds
as well as a fraction of the population (∼5%–10%) which showed
slower recovery suggesting stable binding byonly a small subpopu-
lation (Fig. 6B). We validated our FRAP approach and show that
the difference in recovery was not due to improper drift-correction
using histone H2B controls (note that the H2B bleach depth is
slightly lower in prometaphase due to “gaps” between chromo-
somes, but that the rate of recovery is unchanged) (Fig. 6C).
Thus, in prometaphase, although a small population approaching
our detection limit (∼5%–10%) does appear to bind specific sites
with a residence time in theminute range, the vastmajority of spe-
cific CTCF binding is clearly lost, which is consistent with the ge-
nomics experiments. We conclude that nearly all specific CTCF
binding is lost in prometaphase.
Third and finally, we sought to verify this using an indepen-
dent technique and used stroboscopic photoactivation single-
particle tracking (spaSPT). spaSPT makes it possible to observe
single CTCF molecules in live cells and to visualize both bound
(specific and nonspecific) and freely diffusing molecules without
motion-blur bias (Hansen et al. 2017, 2018b). We then tracked
single CTCF molecules at 134 Hz in interphase (Supplemental
Movie S3), in nocodazole-arrested prometaphase (Supplemental
Movie S4) and in “prometaphase-enriched” cells (Supple-
mentalMovie S5) and quantified the distribution of displacements
between frames. Analysis of the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) revealed that nearly all CTCF chromatin binding was lost
in prometaphase (bound molecules typically appear below
150 nm) (Fig. 6D,E). To quantitatively analyze the spaSPT data,
we fit a two-state kinetic model (Spot-On), wherein CTCF can exist
in either a bound (both specific and transient nonspecific binding)
and free state (Fig. 6D; Hansen et al. 2017, 2018b). This revealed
that whereas ∼55% of CTCFmolecules are chromatin bound in in-
terphase, only ∼10%–14% are bound in prometaphase (Fig. 6F).
Because this bound population includes transient nonspecific
binding, these results independently confirm the FRAP results
(Fig. 6B). In summary, our live-cell imaging results independently
confirm that nearly all specific CTCF binding is lost during pro-
metaphase and, additionally, that this observation is not an artifact
of nocodazole treatment.
Discussion
Our study presents a comprehensive analysis of CTCF binding and
CTCF motif-flanking nucleosomes in mitosis using several com-
plimentary techniques and multiple differentiated cell lines.
Genomics and live-cell imaging techniques show that overall
CTCF binding is lost in mitosis, as are TADs and loops between
CTCF sites. We did not find any subgroup of CTCF sites that main-
tain binding in mitosis, nor did we find any new sites of mitotic
CTCF binding. This, together with the known loss of cohesin dur-
ing prophase, could explain why TADs and CTCF loops are not ob-
served in mitosis (Waizenegger et al. 2000; Losada et al. 2002;
Liang et al. 2015; Nagasaka et al. 2016). In addition to this, we
found that nucleosomes flanking interphase CTCF sites rearrange
in prometaphase, resulting in nucleosomes occupying the CTCF
motif and forming an array of nucleosomes with larger and more
variable linkers (Fig. 7). Furthermore, similar phenomena can oc-
cur at TSSs, although these sites remain hyperaccessible as ob-
served by ATAC-seq. Epigenetic marks, such as histone variant
H2A.Z and H3K4 methylation marks, are maintained at both
CTCF sites and TSSs in mitosis.
Previous studies found evidence for CTCF binding to mitotic
chromosomes using imaging and chromatin fractionation ap-
proaches (Burke et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2017; Cai et al. 2018).
Additionally, proteomics studies of isolated mitotic chromatin
detect CTCF, although at reduced levels compared to interphase
chromatin (Ohta et al. 2010; Gibcus et al. 2018). However, all of
these approaches measure general mitotic chromatin associa-
tion and do not capture information on site-specific binding
(Raccaud and Suter 2018; Raccaud et al. 2018; Festuccia et al.
2019). Our live-cell imaging data also indicate that CTCF remains
associated with chromatin during several stages of mitosis; howev-
er, in prometaphase, CTCF binding dynamics are changed and the
vast majority of specific and stable binding is lost. This is comple-
mentary to our findings using genomics techniques, in which we
also observe loss of CTCF binding at interphase sites andwe do not
find any mitotic site-specific binding. It is possible that CTCF re-
mains associatedwithmitotic chromatin, although in a nonspecif-
ic and highly dynamic manner. First, mitotic chromatin retention
could enable proper segregation of CTCF levels over the daughter
cells. Second, maintained chromatin association can enable effi-
cient reestablishment of CTCF binding uponmitotic exit. A recent
study observed a rapid raise of CTCF levels associated to the chro-
matin in late anaphase, as for many other chromatin binding fac-
tors (Cai et al. 2018). The hypothesis that chromatin binding
factors retaining chromatin association inmitosis, although losing
motif-specific binding, has been tested using imaging techniques
in recent studies (Raccaud et al. 2018; Festuccia et al. 2019).
Additionally, we note that CTCF may show cell-type–specific
dynamics in prometaphase. Our study observes CTCF cell cycle dy-
namics of differentiated cells, using both transformed and non-
transformed cell lines.
Transcription start sites are highly accessible and free of nu-
cleosomes in nonsynchronized cells that are mostly in interphase.
In contrast to CTCF sites, TSSs remain hyperaccessible during mi-
tosis. This has also been observed by DNase I sensitivity assays
(Martínez-Balbás et al. 1995; Hsiung et al. 2015). Here, we find
that despite remaining highly accessible, nucleosome-sized
ATAC-seq fragments are detected at TSSs in mitosis indicating
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Figure 7. Dynamics of CTCF binding and chromatin organization
around active CTCF motifs throughout the cell cycle. (A) In interphase,
CTCF is bound to its motif and flanking nucleosomes are strongly posi-
tioned relative to the motif, in contrast to nucleosomes further away
from the motif, as indicated by arrows. Flanking nucleosomes are charac-
terized by histone variants and modifications. (B) In prometaphase, CTCF
binding is temporarily lost and nucleosomes rearrange to fill in the nucle-
osome depleted region at the CTCFmotif. This increases the linker lengths
between adjacent nucleosomes. Epigenetic marks, however, are main-
tained, possibly functioning as bookmarks that enable inheritance of active
CTCFmotifs throughout the cell cycle. Arrows underneath nucleosomes in-
dicate that the position of these nucleosomes can vary between cells.
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that nucleosomes are able to occupy these sites, and that the spac-
ing between flanking nucleosomes becomes larger and more vari-
able compared with genome-wide average, similar to what we
observed at and around CTCF sites. These observations are consis-
tent with a recent study that found that a large fraction of NDRs at
TSSs become filled in by a nucleosome that is marked with H3K4
methylation (Javasky et al. 2018). The fact that TSSs remain hy-
peraccessible suggests either that TSSs become occupied by nucle-
osomes in only a subset of cells in the population, or that
nucleosomes rearrange in all cells, creating linkers between adja-
cent nucleosomes at TSSs that are relatively large and thusmore ac-
cessible than the genome-wide average. Long linkers between the
nucleosomes would be expected if flanking nucleosomes reposi-
tion across the relatively large interphase nucleosome-free regions
around TSSs in the absence of de novo nucleosome assembly.
The level of nucleosome occupancy at the TSS is directly relat-
ed to the remaining accessibility during mitosis. We find that the
set of most accessible TSSs in mitosis has low levels of nucleosome
occupancy, although this level is higher than in interphase. This
set ofmost accessible TSSs also shows evidence that the TSS can fre-
quently remain free of nucleosomes, with no changes in the posi-
tions of the directly flanking nucleosomes. One parsimonious
interpretation of these data is that TSSs are variable in the extent
to which nucleosomes reposition during mitosis. This variability
can be at the level of single cells for individual TSSs, or at the level
of subsets of TSSs where some sets remain bound by factors that
maintain an open nucleosome-free site in most cells. TBP has
been described as a factor that can maintain stable binding to at
least a subset of promoters (Chen et al. 2002; Xing et al. 2008;
Teves et al. 2018). TBP, possibly together with histone modifica-
tions that remain stable in mitosis, may serve as bookmarks for re-
activation of promoters in the subsequent cell cycle. Becausewe do
not find any evidence that CTCF or other factors remain associated
with CTCF sites in mitosis, we propose that the continued pres-
ence of modified histones and histone variants such as H2A.Z
around CTCF motifs, and the larger spacing between adjacent nu-
cleosomes around the site, are sufficient for marking these sites for
rebinding of CTCF as cells exit mitosis.
Both H2A.Z and H3K4 methylation marks have been studied
in regard to their role as mitotic bookmarks at promoters. H2A.Z
has been described to form a heterodimer with H3.3 that can fill
in the NDRs of promoter regions in mitosis (Jin et al. 2009; Kelly
et al. 2010; Nekrasov et al. 2012). The H3.3/H2A.Z heterodimer is
found to be less stable than its canonical H3/H2A counterpart
and often repositioned or removed by chromatin remodelers. It
has been suggested that H3.3/H2A.Z could be a place holder for
transcription factors in mitosis. Upon mitotic exit, chromatin
remodelers can be recruited to sites of H3.3/H2A.Z and open up
NDRs, which will enable transcription factors to bind at its in-
terphase sites again (Nekrasov et al. 2012). Both H3K4 mono-
methylation and trimethylation are maintained in mitosis (Fig. 5;
Supplemental Fig. S13; Varier et al. 2010; Lin et al. 2016).
Recently it was observed that a large fraction of NDRs at TSSs be-
come filled in by a nucleosome that is marked with H3K4 methyl-
ation and loss of histone acetylation (Javasky et al. 2018).
Therefore, the nucleosomes that fill in NDRs stand out compared
to their flankingnucleosomes thatwill still have acetylationmarks.
This could be anothermechanism for specific recruitment of chro-
matin remodelers upon mitotic exit to these bookmarked sites,
which could enable reestablishment of interphase factor binding.
We find that chromatin organization aroundCTCF sites alter-
nates between two distinct states during the cell cycle (Fig. 7A,B).
To convert from one state to the other, a number of molecular
events must likely take place. First, as cells enter mitosis, CTCF dis-
sociates from the chromatin. Thismay involve phosphorylation of
CTCF, which reduces its affinity for DNA in vitro (Dovat et al.
2002; Jantz and Berg 2004; Dephoure et al. 2008; Sekiya et al.
2017). The mechanism by which nucleosomes become reposi-
tioned is not known. It is possible that simply the removal of
CTCF, and associated factors such as cohesin, is sufficient for nu-
cleosomes to passively reposition and occupy the CTCF motif.
Alternatively, it is possible that specific remodeling enzymes act
at CTCF sites during mitosis. Sometime during or after mitotic
exit, CTCF regains site-specific binding. This likely involves
dephosphorylation of CTCF. Rebinding at CTCF motifs could be
facilitated by the relative large linkers between nucleosomes
around previously bound CTCF sites and the presence of histone
variants and histone modifications. CTCF rebinding correlates
with repositioning of the flanking nucleosomes. How CTCF re-
binding and nucleosome repositioning are mechanistically linked
remains unknown. CTCF binding could passively lead to nucleo-
some repositioning, or a process of active chromatin remodeling
could precede CTCF binding.
The molecular events occurring at CTCF sites during the cell
cycle coincide with large-scale changes in higher order chromo-
somal folding, where TADs and loops are present in interphase
and absent in prometaphase. The recently proposed model of
loopextrusionexplainshowsuch localized events ofCTCFbinding
can determine the formation of TADs and loops at the scale of hun-
dreds of kilobases (Sanborn et al. 2015; Dekker and Mirny 2016;
Fudenberg et al. 2016; Hansen et al. 2017). This model proposes
that during interphase, dynamic loop extrusion by cohesin is
blocked by CTCF-bound sites. This process leads to TAD formation
and loops between convergent CTCF sites (Rao et al. 2014; de Wit
et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2015; Vietri Rudan et al. 2015). Taken togeth-
er, our data on CTCF and published data on cohesin (Waizenegger
et al. 2000; Losada et al. 2002; Liang et al. 2015; Nagasaka et al.
2016) show that the absence of TADs and CTCF loops in mitosis
can be explained by the dissociation of the entire interphase loop
extrusionmachinery. Uponmitotic exit, condensins become inac-
tivated and CTCF and cohesin reassociate rapidly (Cai et al. 2018),
allowing the reestablishment of CTCF loops and TADs.
Methods
Cell culture and synchronization
HeLa S3 and HFF cells were grown at 37°C in Gibco glutamax
DMEM supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine se-
rum (FBS) and penicillin-streptomycin. We previously generated
a U2OS cell line in which CTCF has been homozygously and en-
dogenously tagged with HaloTag (FLAG-Halo-hCTCF; C32)
(Hansen et al. 2017). To additionally enable the visualization of
mitotic cells, we stably integrated a previously described transgene
expressing histone H2B-GFP with Puro selection (Teves et al.
2016). U2OS cells were cultured in low glucose DMEM with 10%
FBS and penicillin-streptomycin. Cells were synchronized using
thymidine and nocodazole treatments, which was tailored for
each cell line. See Supplemental Methods for detailed description.
Flow cytometry and DAPI staining
The level of mitotic synchrony in all cultures grown for genomic
studies was observed by performing flow cytometry for cell cycle
analysis using propidium iodide staining in ethanol fixed cells.
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In addition to this, cells were also stained using DAPI to determine
the fraction of prometaphase cells in total culture based on chro-
matin condensation.
Mitotic chromatin cluster purification
Mitotic chromatin clusters were purified according to a previously
published protocol with minor changes (Gasser and Laemmli
1987). A detailed description can be found in Supplemental
Materials and Methods. Mitotic chromatin clusters can be frozen
at −80°C in 33.33% glycerol. Chromatin clusters were used for
ATAC-seq both directly after chromatin cluster purification and af-
ter freezing. Supplemental Figure S14 shows fresh or frozen clusters
obtain highly similar results for ATAC-seq. For this reason, we con-
tinued using frozen chromatin clusters for all further ATAC-seq ex-
periments. Mitotic chromatin clusters for 5C were immediately
fixed in 1% formaldehyde before pelleting and storage at −80°C.
Genomics studies
5C was performed according to published protocols (Dostie et al.
2006). We investigated the same regions as previously described,
andweused the sameprimer pool (Hnisz et al. 2016). This 5Cprim-
er pool covers two 2-Mb regions located on Chromosome 1 (hg19
Chr 1: 46,740,122–48,740,121) and Chromosome 11 (hg19 Chr
11: 33,003,550–35,003,549). Full 5C interaction heatmaps are rep-
resented in Supplemental Figure S2. 5C mapping statistics can be
found in Supplemental Table S1. ATAC-seq was performed follow-
ing apreviouslypublishedprotocol (Buenrostro et al. 2015).Details
on how V-plots were produced and additional protocol informa-
tion can be found in SupplementalMaterials andMethods. V-plots
of unnormalized length bins and V-plots of a randomized region
are shown in Supplemental Figure S15. CUT&RUNwas performed
according to the published protocol (Skene and Henikoff 2017).
Because mitotic cells do not have a nuclear membrane, it was not
possible to use concanavalin A beads. Instead, cells were spun at
600g for 3 min at 4°C for every wash or buffer exchange. Details
of all genomics techniques can be found in the Supplemental
Materials and Methods. A list of antibodies used for CUT&RUN
can be found in Supplemental Table S2.
Live-cell imaging studies
FRAP and spaSPT experiments were performed and analyzed as
previously described (Hansen et al. 2017). Time-lapse movies
were recorded using phase, GFP (for H2B-GFP), and TMR (for
Halo-CTCF) acquiring one frame every 2 or 5 min and lasting for
a total time of at least 10 h, enough that several cells in a field of
view went through mitosis. CTCF was clearly enriched on mitotic
chromosomes during most phases of mitosis. Raw data as well as
details on all imaging techniques and analysis of spaSPT using
Spot-On can be found in the Supplemental Materials and
Methods.
Bioinformatic analyses
All genomics data were mapped to hg19 to enable to usage of
ENCODE data sets available. Because we remove all blacklisted
regions of hg19 as determined by the ENCODE project, we
expect that ourdatamapped toGRCh38would showhighlysimilar
results (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012). A detailed de-
scription of all bioinformatic analyses in this study can be
found in the Supplemental Materials and Methods. The Spot-On
code is available at Gitlab (https://gitlab.com/tjian-darzacq-lab/
spot-on-matlab and https://gitlab.com/tjian-darzacq-lab/SPT_
LocAndTrack) (Supplemental Code S1-2). Code used for analysis
of ATAC-seq and CUT&RUN data can be found at GitHub
(https://github.com/dekkerlab/CTCF_in_mitosis_GR_2018) (Sup-
plemental Code S3). Scripts used for 5C analysis can also be found
at GitHub (https://github.com/dekkerlab/cworld-dekker) (Supple-
mental Code S4).
Data access
All genomic data generated for this study have been submitted to
the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/geo/) under accession number GSE121840. All imaging
data are publicly available at Zenodo (https://zenodo.org/record/
1306976).
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